Corporate Ethics Policy
Policy Statement
MaCTRI is committed to acting in a way that meets the expectations of our funders,
customers and communities. Reputation and public trust are important to us and so
we are honest, open, and fair in our activities and decision making.

Purpose
This policy sets out our approach to corporate ethics and our responsibilities within
that. It also sets out our approach to responding to incidents of misconduct. Scope
This policy applies to all staff, governors, and volunteers of MaCTRI.

Responsibilities
We are all responsible for maintaining an open, honest, and fair culture. We must all
protect the reputation of MaCTRI by following the standards of behaviour outlined in
this policy, looking out for and quickly reporting any misconduct. This includes
avoiding inappropriate or anti-social behaviour outside of the workplace, including
behaviour on online and social media platforms. The MEaP Board are responsible for
setting clear standards of behaviour. The Board ensure that those standards are
upheld through the Governance Team, strong internal controls, and audit
arrangements. Managers are responsible for making the culture and standards of
behaviour clear to members of their teams. Managers should consider those
standards in recruitment and staff development decisions. The Director of
Governance is responsible for providing advice on this policy, monitoring use of this
policy, and maintaining relevant records. The Director of Governance is also
responsible for receiving and responding to whistleblowing (see “Whistleblowing”
below).

Commitment Statement Conflicts of Interest
To make sure that decisions are made fairly and openly, we seek to identify and
manage factors which may unduly affect decision-makers. A conflict of interest
occurs when an individual’s personal interests or loyalties may prevent them from
deciding in the best interests of MaCTRI. Relevant interests may include personal
relationships, possible financial gain or loss, and/or external connections or jobs. We
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must each recognise and report any conflict which may affect decision-making.
You should report any conflict of interest to the Director of Governance, in line with
the the Conflicts of Interest for Staff Procedure.

Gifts and Hospitality
From time to time, we may be offered gifts and/or hospitality in the course of our
work for MaCTRI. Sometimes, these offers may influence us to make unfair decisions
or may seem to influence us. We must be careful to avoid offers which might have
this effect, whilst protecting positive relationships with those we work with. To do this,
we follow careful guidelines as to the types of offers that may be accepted and
when they may be accepted. Offers that are small or of token value are generally
acceptable. Larger offers may be acceptable if agreed in advance with the Chair
of the Board. We do not accept any offer which may seem to encourage us to
make a certain decision or behave in a certain way. We do not accept gifts of
money, or any goods or services offered by suppliers who are involved in a live
procurement process. If you are offered a gift or hospitality, you should refer to the
Gifts and Hospitality Procedure in case you need to decline it, report it, or seek
permission to accept it.

Bribery and Corruption
We do not tolerate any activity that is intended to unduly influence behaviour or
decision-making (corruption), including bribes. We follow internal control systems to
prevent such activity, and we are open and honest in our dealings. We do not make
or accept any offer that is intended to gain or recognise any undue benefit. In this
case, benefits may include business advantages, educational benefits, or changes
to routine processes. We promote honesty and fairness, and we will not punish
anyone who refuses to act in a way which compromises those values. We will make
sure that all payments we make are reasonable, fair, and supported by evidence.
We will only make or accept donations and sponsorship payments in certain cases,
as outlined in the Bribery and Corruption Procedure. If you wish to make or accept a
donation or sponsorship payment, you should carefully follow the Procedure. We will
keep clear and complete records of any such payments, and all donations and
sponsorships will be publicly disclosed.
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Fraud
The Chief Financial Officer (CFO) makes sure that we have strong internal controls,
which are outlined in the Financial Regulations. We must all remember and follow
those internal controls. Our finance systems and processes are regularly monitored
and reviewed. Our auditors also review these systems, as directed by the Audit and
Risk Committee. We must all look out for fraud and report any suspected or actual
fraud to the CFO without delay. MaCTRI will investigate any such reports, take action
as necessary, and report to the Audit and Risk Committee, in line with the Fraud
Response Procedure.

Whistleblowing
We act honestly, openly, and fairly, and welcome reports of any activity that does
not meet these standards. We will treat all reports seriously and will fully investigate
concerns that are raised. You should raise any concerns with your line manager first,
or consult the relevant policy or procedure. If the matter cannot be resolved this
way and affects the well-being of the general public, the disclosure and you as the
discloser may be protected. If you wish to raise a concern and think it may meet this
description, the Whistleblowing Procedure outlines the process for doing so. You can
also seek advice from the Director of Governance. We aim to keep any concern
raised under the Whistleblowing Procedure confidential, although we may need to
share some details to allow us to investigate the matter. You will not be harmed,
punished, or subjected to disciplinary action for raising honest concerns under the
procedure.

References
This Policy complies with the following legislation: - Public Interest Disclosure Act 1998
- Enterprise and Regulatory Reform Act 2013 - Bribery Act 2010 - Charities Act 2011
REVIEW
The effectiveness of this policy and associated arrangements will be reviewed
annually under the direct supervision of the MEaP Head of the Institute.
Date: April 2022
Review Date: April 2023
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